Recruiter/Active Sourcing Specialist

Small is beautiful, welcome to enfore...

Every day, over 200 million small businesses around the world work hard to create a delightful customer experience. We founded enfore to provide these businesses with the technology that enables them to compete in the connected world. Working at enfore is not for everyone, not because we are better or worse, but because we are disciplined, focused, reliable and trustworthy. Every day, for as long as it takes.

As a Recruiter/Active Sourcing Specialist (also entry-level) you are one of the driving forces of our HR team and support us in inspiring and attracting the best talents. If you also find yourself in our vision, if you like challenges and if you want to leave a “footprint”, then we are looking forward to getting to know you!

What to expect:

- You share the responsibility for attracting the best minds for our respective teams
- You identify our potential new employees and conduct the first interviews
- Active Sourcing is “your green field and your home” here
- You support us with active sourcing for tech and non-tech positions and create the basis for an active candidate relationship management
- You design and live a candidate experience based on our transparent recruiting vision
- You build a candidate network for your positions and support us in maintaining our talent pool

What we need:

- You share the responsibility for attracting the best minds for our respective teams
- You identify our potential new employees and conduct the first interviews
- Active Sourcing is “your green field and your home” here
- You support us with active sourcing for tech and non-tech positions and create the basis for an active candidate relationship management
- You design and live a candidate experience based on our transparent recruiting vision
- You build a candidate network for your positions and support us in maintaining our talent pool

Why enfore...

At enfore, we are passionate about building products. We put our heart and soul into building a platform and apps that are magnificently designed and technologically refined. Achieving that takes a lot of talent, passion, perseverance and determination. The goal: to digitalize one of the last untapped markets in this world and make it more competitive along the way. We’re talking about the Small businesses, which are an important aspect that shapes and defines entire cityscapes and our quality of life. The complexity of our vision and our product, requires a high intrinsic motivation with an accompanying high demand on ones own work and environment. In your role as Recruiter/Active Sourcing Specialist, you and your team will make a significant contribution towards bringing us a little closer to this goal every day. So if you really want to make a difference and work is more than just a means-to-an-end for you: we are the place to be in offices located in Hamburg and Berlin.

Applications via: https://career.enfore.com/jobs/1189826-recruiter-active-sourcing-specialist